
Do we have to worry?

In this article I want to emphasize the fact that, in recent times are warning messages 
are being sent to the world, the most curious thing is that this does not obey 
prophecies or premonitions, but comes out of the mouths of celebrities like; Stephen 
Hawking, Buzz Aldrin, the French astronaut I scream; “We must warn humanity”, etc. 
Now, either everyone knows this is going crazy, or on the contrary we have to take 
these warnings seriously. The most curious of these warnings is that none has said, 
the why. But I think a lot of people get an idea of what it can be.

Stephen Hawking, issued a warning to the world about asteroids that could impact 
against the earth, asteroids considered as dangerous, then it has been mentioned 
that space agencies are only abreast of 15% of potentially dangerous asteroids; 
Leaving a huge percentage for those who could impact and for those who do not 
know anything; The most disturbing thing is that, they could do it at any moment, 
without previous warning.

On the other hand, Buzz Aldrin, has issued another warning, said thus; “We are all in 
danger, is the same evil,” was in Antarctica with friends, when suddenly his health 
deteriorated and had to be flown to a hospital. Most of us know that many things are 
going on in today's frozen lands, such as the visit of politicians who paint nothing 
there unless ... and the restrictions that are being imposed on a large part of the 
territory. “Suddenly it is very hot in the rest of the world”

Claudie Haigneré, “the earth has to be warned”, these were his words, then apparently
suicide attempt, or at least is what everyone has announced. It is clear that we will 
never know what I try to tell the world, shortly after the laboratory in the Pasteur 
institute where he worked fire “mysteriously”

In the scientific world there have also been warnings about many aspects, as I 
mentioned before, asteroids is a subject that concerns many astronomers, scientists 
and others, and that is why many of them have warned of the danger that this 
Represents if no measures are taken to remedy a possible catastrophe. But surely if 
many could tell what he eats inside them, the situation could be quite different.

As we can verify the mysteries cloud our concept of reality, which to this day is very 
relative; If not mysterious.


